Millisecond variations in spiking patterns can radically alter motor behavior, suggesting that traditional rate-based theories of motor control require revision. The importance of spike timing in sensorimotor control arises from dynamic interactions between the nervous system, muscles, and the body. New mechanisms, model systems, and theories are revealing how these interactions shape behavior.
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The brain uses sequences of spikes to encode sensory input and control motor output. In principle, neurons might encode information via their firing rates, the precise timing of their spikes, or some combination of the two. Rate-based approaches have generally dominated theories of motor coding, as they are computationally tractable and can account for many aspects of motor behavior. For example, spike rates in individual neurons or population ensembles computed over relatively long time-bins have predicted features of movement kinematics in a number of vertebrate species, suggesting a rate-based control scheme [1] . Another reason rate codes have dominated motor control is that muscle force production has been assumed to have slow dynamics and because muscle force grossly scales with spike rate. The role of spike timing, by contrast, is relatively underexplored in motor systems, although nonlinearities in muscle force production and movement biomechanics hint at its potential importance [3, 4] . Notably, in the context of sensory systems, the importance of precise spike timing in information processing has been shown [2] . Critically, however, whether precise spike timing causally affects either perception or behavior remains largely unknown. Here we explore growing evidence that millisecond-scale precision in spike timing patterns can control motor behavior.
Far from being just low-pass filters, muscle and body biomechanics can afford many opportunities for spike timing to profoundly impact motor output. We emphasize that the diversity of codes in motor systems is neither a dichotomy ('rate vs. timing') nor a continuum between two extremes. Phase codes, context-dependent codes mediated by biomechanics, and higher-order codes that extend across multiple neurons or inter-spike intervals (higher-order rate/ timing codes) comprise a broader family of codes that motivate further exploration.
When a Millisecond Matters: Correlative and Causal Evidence
Correlative evidence that millisecond spike timing differences affect behavior has been shown across a wide range of species and behaviors. Mammalian motor units regularly exhibit doublets and triplets with interspike intervals of 5-10 ms; occurrences increase as muscles fatigue, presumably to increase force via central mechanisms [3] . Recent examples show that spike timing correlates with variations in both fast and slow periodic behaviors, or with selection of different behavioral programs ( Figure 1A) . In hawk moths, spikes in the left and right wing power muscles are synchronized with sub-millisecond precision; left-right spike timing differences of only 8 ms can drive 200% changes in muscle power and predict torques during turning [5] . In songbird vocalization, 1-millisecond variations in spike timing in motor cortex neurons provide far more information about song syllable acoustic structure than do variations in spike rates over tens of milliseconds [6] . Moreover, in songbird breathing behaviors, millisecond-scale changes in the timing of a single spike in a burst of respiratory muscle fibers predicts differences in breathing dynamics that unfold over hundreds of milliseconds. In flies, millisecond-scale timing differences between a giant fiber interneuron and parallel circuits predict a choice between escape behaviors: one slower and more stable, the other faster but less controlled [7] .
Causal studies provide even stronger evidence for precise timing patterns in motor control. In both fast and slow mammalian muscles, adding one or two pulses of electrical stimulation at millisecond-scale intervals within a lower-frequency stimulation train increases peak muscle force by up to 50% without significantly altering spike rate [3] . In Aplysia, 'playbacks' of real and manipulated spike trains in vitro demonstrate that changes in spike timing on the scale of 10 ms have large effects on ingestion behaviors that manifest over several seconds [4, 8] . In insects, manipulating millisecond-scale spiking precision affects steering in hawk moths, and the selection of escape behaviors in flies [5, 7] . Finally, in songbirds, precisely-timed millisecond-scale variations in electrical stimulation of respiratory muscles strongly modulate breathing output [9] .
Why a Millisecond Matters: Motor Codes Interact with System Biomechanics
Intuitively, it would seem that a millisecond could hardly affect muscle force output, as a spike elicits a 40-100 ms force twitch in mammalian striated muscles [3] . Nonetheless, at least three classes of mechanisms enable small timing changes to profoundly alter motor output in vivo: (i) muscle properties, (ii) 
